TOADS

T = Title: What is the title (name) of the map?

O = Orientation: How can you find north, south, east, and west on the map? Does the map have a compass rose?

A = Author: Who made the map?

D = Date: What is the date of the map? When was it made?

S = Scale: Does the map have a scale marked? What is it? Remember, scale shows the relationships between distance on the map and distance on the earth.
Name_______________________

TOADS

Using the map provided, find the information required in TOADS.

TITLE: Write the title (or name) of the map.

ORIENTATION: Does the map have a compass rose? YES or NO
If it does, draw the compass rose below.

AUTHOR: Who created this map? Write the author or authors’ names.

DATE: Find the map’s date and write it below.

SCALE: Does the map have a scale marked? YES or NO
Draw the scale on your paper.